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Heating pipework to radiators distributes within 

the floor void, joists will require notches where 

existing routes cannot be followed.

Where new notches are required, the floor joist 

type and condition must be assessed by the 

structural engineer.

Final circuits and data cabling shall be loose laid 

within the floor void and drop down to final 

connections.  

Light fittings and smoke detectors to use 

positions of existing ceiling roses or cable routes 

from ceiling void above  

S

New consumer units to be fitted in positions of 

existing, where this is an approporiate position 

allowing safe access. Consumer units at high 

level, requiring access via ladders or steps, will 

not comply with Electrical Health and Safety at 

Work act.  

Pipework to radiators will run directly up into the 

radiator from the floor void. Where radiators are 

replacing existing, existing mount locations 

should be re-used where possible. In areas 

without existing LTHW radiators, free standing 

radiators will be used on walls of heritage 

significance to minimise damage.

Cold water down services shall use existing 

water (hot and cold) pipework where the 

pipework is deemed to be suitably sized. Where 

new pipework is required this is to be run in 

existing risers. Risers must allow for pipework to 

be fully insulated, vapour sealed, and 

accommodate stop valves.

Connections are to be made into the existing 

LTHW system where the pipework is accessible 

and of a suitable size. New LTHW risers from the 

loft are required in areas without an existing wet 

heating system. Risers will need to be sized to 

allow for zone valves on each floor unless these 

can be accommodated in an accessible section 

of floor void. Rising LTHW pipework is to be fully 

insulated.

Ventilation risers will require an access hatch on 

each floor to enable cleaning of the ductwork. If 

required by the fire strategy, fire dampers will be 

required in ductwork where these pass between 

levels, and the damper must be accessible for 

testing unless a remote indicator and test unit is 

provided.      

Where modern partitions exist or new partitions 

are formed, pipework may route within the 

partition. Otherwise pipework must distribute 

within the floor void.

Localised changes to foul drainage within a short 

distance of existing connections can be routed at 

low level within the space. If a significant length 

of new drainage is required, then routing the 

drainage within the floor void or within a bulkhead 

on the level below will be necessary. 

New water heaters to be surface fixed on walls 

beneath sanitaryware. Refer to piped services 

layouts for approximate clearances required for 

water heaters. 
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Ventilation ductwork will offset 

in minimally sized bulkheads, 

avoiding clashes with windows.

1m of acoustically insulated duct 

will be used to reduce noise transfer 

between separately occupied 

spaces

Shower rooms will be provided electric towel 

heaters  
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LINE TYPES

1. Do not scale from this drawing.

2. Print this drawing in colour.

3. This drawing is to be read in conjunction 

with all other MXF documents (drawings, 

schedules and specification) along with 

other design team documentation.

GENERAL NOTES

1. This drawing is to demonstrate principles of 

co-ordination for each Staircase

2. Pipe sizes are indicative, insulation has not 

been shown. 

3. BWIC allowances must include space for fire 

stopping and fire dampers where services 

pass between fire compartments.

4. BWIC allowances must include space for 

insulation where services route elsewhere
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